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Trump and Pence – Step Aside for Professional 

Pandemic Scientists and Managers 
Major changes in society can be accomplished by a fast-emerging, broad-based civic jolt 

so obvious and persuasive that it overwhelms the entrenched powers. The most urgent job 

is for people to organize to get Trump and Pence to step aside from their bungling, 

making-matters-worse mismanagement of the Covid-19 pandemic. The White House 

should let a professional pandemic control specialist with public health experience and an 

appreciation of science replace the current and ongoing Trump horror show. 

Many Republican operatives watching the daily Trump virus spectacle are terrified by 

how the President fabricates, fantasizes, confuses, and endangers the country. As Trump 

lowers his and their poll numbers, Republicans would welcome such a replacement. 

“We the People,” are seeing the failing Donald Trump over-riding his own scientists and 

paralyzing any federal leadership and coordination of state efforts, as he measures all 

moves by his delusional ego. The citizenry must quickly mount irresistible pressure for 

Trump and Pence to step aside. Let Trump focus on the November election, which is all 

he cares about anyway, apart from watching Fox News for hours each day, lying to the 

public and endlessly tweeting slanders and insults. 

Trump is so cruel and out of touch that he is letting his henchman cut nursing home 

safety regulations, end health and safety protections for workers, consumers, and 

communities, and pursue the end of Obamacare by stripping 23 million Americans of 

their health insurance. Doing this in the middle of a worsening killer pandemic is sheer 
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madness. We have a president at the helm of a careening ship of state acting worse than 

Captain Queeg. 

Would any community tolerate, in Maureen Dowd’s words, such “chaos, cruelty, 

deception and incompetence,” in their local public safety officials? 

To be sure, there have been thousands of articles, columns, editorials, and TV/radio 

reports of the grotesque delays, perverse actions, quackery, and faking over the grim 

realities by Trump and Pence. All this takes place against the backdrop of his blundering 

son-in-law who is overseeing and furthering corrupt corporate bailouts. But, inexplicably, 

reporters and columnists avoid the conclusions that should stem from their own 

convictions and writings. One exception is the Washington Post editorial in May 2020, 

calling for Trump and Pence to step aside and let people who know what they’re doing 

take the reins. 

The country simply cannot wait until Inauguration Day, January 21, 2021. Every day the 

Trump virus spreads further, while its presidential enabler is making sure sick Americans 

are left unprotected, and workers are left unemployed. More and more innocents are 

paying the ultimate price for this public health and economic disaster. 

The failed gambling czar, selected to be our fake president by the unelected Electoral 

College, crazily gives himself a “ten” rating, admits no mistakes, and refuses to learn 

from other nation’s comparative successes against the virus. 

Putting health professionals in charge of the “war” against the Covid-19 pandemic has 

worked in Taiwan, New Zealand, Thailand, Uruguay, and Canada’s British Columbia and 

other countries with sane leadership. These countries are showing far, far superior life-

saving results and fewer economic convulsions. 

Mr. Trump, if you’re not going to resign for America’s sake, at the least, step aside for 

your own political campaign’s sake. A coordinated civic jolt and a laser-beam demand 

from the people can make you and the alarmed GOP realize you are not capable of doing 

the job that needs to be done. Of course, if Congress wasn’t a rubber stamp, our first 

branch of government could stop this lethal incompetence by mandating professional 

pandemic management. 

For those doubters of this happening, remember the ringing statement by the demanding 

abolitionist Frederick Douglass – “Power concedes nothing without a demand. It never 
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did and it never will”. Trump is a paper mache figure who hides behind bluffs and snarls. 

A civic jolt can displace him much like the statutes of slavers. 

Start your “step aside” demand by calling the White House opinion phone number 202-

456-1111. Urge your friends to do the same. There is no time to delay. 

CounterPunch 03.07.2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


